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STUDENT OF THE MONTH: RICHARD ABBATANGELO, JR 

Seeing our kids transform and grow into 
disciplined, respectful, hard-workers is such a 
pleasure. We watched this particular young 
man develop into such a focused student over 
the past few years. Richard Abbatangelo, Jr. is 
our student of the month for November.

Richard joined the school a little over 3 ½ years 
ago at the age of 5. He came into our Lil 
Dragon Program struggling to focus. Mom and 
dad found the school through one of our former 
students, Nicholas Riley and they wanted 
Richard to get started so that he wouldn’t get 
picked on because of his small frame. 

Over his time here, we have watched Richard 
get stronger, become more focused and now he 
is a leader amongst his peers, often urging 

them to stay disciplined and respectful. His 
favorite thing about class is practicing kicking. He says, “Martial arts has helped me 
a lot to learn how to defend myself.” His mom, Rose, who has also trained at PMA 
for a bit, says, “Since he started training at PMA, Richard has become more 
focused, more disciplined and is often complimented on being well-mannered and 
respectful.” His instructors also marvel at how much he has grown. He started out 
lacking the ability to control his body and focus on tasks and now he is able to 
focus steadily throughout the class and his techniques and exercises have 
improved tremendously.

Richard’s goals in the martial arts are “I want to be good at it.” His mom adds, “He 
often tells me he wants to get his Black Belt.” We can’t wait to continue to watch 
and guide him as he works towards this goal. Currently, he is an Orange/White belt 
in the Lil Warrior Program.

Outside of PMA, Richard attends PS 163 and is in the 3rd grade. He also 
attends Huntington Learning Center and enjoys working on his iPad. 

Keep up the great work, Richard!
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Self-Esteem means:  

- “I Like Myself!” - 
- “Confidence in and Satisfaction with Oneself” - 

NOVEMBER’S POWERFUL WORD OF THE MONTH: 

SELF-ESTEEM

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
ONE STUDENT AT A TIME!!!

THE ULTIMATE CHARACTER  
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

TEACHING YOUR KIDS TO LIVE WITH GRATITUDE 
Living graciously leads to a life of fulfillment and ease. 
In this fast-paced world, it’s easy to get caught up in a 
world of anxiety and dis-ease. So, it’s incumbent 
upon us as parents to teach our children how to 
navigate through these chaotic and turbulent times. 
Giving your child the mindset of living with gratitude is 
one such way.

Here are some ways to help them attain this mindset:

1. Give them a gratitude-filled vocabulary. Teach your kids to be mindful of their 
language as it can dictate how they see the world. Saying thank you goes a long 
way, however small the gesture or gift. And while it makes your child aware of how 
many things there are to be thankful for, it also makes those they are saying thank 
you to aware as well.

2. Don’t allow long bouts of complaining. Learning to how to get disappointed 
without complaining is a major feat but if you can face an obstacle and learn how 
to be solution-minded rather than problem-minded, you’ll go a long way. Teach 
your children not to focus on problems and complaining will become non-existent.

3. Give. Giving should become a habit and one that you role model for your child 
through your daily actions. And this doesn’t mean materially, either. Being of 
service to others can happen in small ways, like saying thank you, offering a seat 
or just holding a door. Volunteering with your child goes a long way, too and if you 
can, it would do wonders not just for your child but for you, too!
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